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AUDIT HIGHLIGHTS 

 
 

 
An audit of Police On-Body Cameras was 
included on the City Council-approved Fiscal 
Year 2017/18 Audit Plan.  The audit objective 
was to evaluate recordkeeping, policies and 
compliance with policies for use of on-body 
cameras (OBC). 

 
 
 
 

Scottsdale Police Department started its 
OBC program with 10 cameras in FY 2012/13 
and now has 198 OBCs in use. OBCs are 
issued to all patrol officers and certain other 
sworn staff.   
Original OBC videos are stored on 
Evidence.com, the camera manufacturer’s 
secure website, and cannot be edited. The 
software logs an audit trail when a video is 
viewed, downloaded or shared.  The video 
retention period is determined by the type 
of event captured based on the 
department’s retention schedule. 
An OBC Working Group that includes both 
technical and sworn staff manages the 
program. Additionally, SPD has established 
a Valley-wide coalition of 15 departments 
that use Axon body cameras. 
By the end of FY 2017/18, the City expects to 
spend more than $770,000 on equipment, 
accessories, data storage and training, 
including $556,000 already paid since the 
program’s inception in FY 2012/13. 

WHY WE DID THIS AUDIT 

BACKGROUND 

Police On-Body Cameras 
June 14, 2018 Audit Report No. 1808 
 

 

WHAT WE FOUND 
Technology access controls can be improved. 
• Some retired and resigned employees, including one with full administrative 

rights, still have access to Evidence.com. 
• Some former staff and City consultants have access to network areas where 

copies of OBC videos are stored. 
• The OBC Working Group has not reviewed Axon’s SOC report. 

OBC-related policy enforcement can be improved. 
• Stored videos are not consistently tagged and categorized. 
• Documentation was not always retained for manually deleted videos and 

available documentation was not stored in a shared file location. 
• Supervisors do not have access to reports that would allow them to efficiently 

review their officers’ OBC use, and one OBC supervisor had not logged in to 
the system since August 2016. 

The department can improve its On-Body Camera program policies and 
procedures. 
Several professional law enforcement organizations have issued model OBC 
policies.  SPD can use these to enhance its policies and ensure greater 
transparency and clarity. 

WHAT WE RECOMMEND 
• Regularly review OBC-related storage to ensure compliance with the least 

privilege principle and annually review Axon’s SOC report.  
• Ensure untagged and uncategorized videos are labeled. 
• Update the General Order to specify the level of authority to approve 

deletions and require supervisors to check videos to be deleted. 
• Provide supervisors with access to Evidence.com reports. 
• Consider updating the G.O. to include additional areas from the model 

policies. 
 

MANAGEMENT RESPONSE 
The department agreed with the recommendations. 

City Auditor’s Office 
City Auditor  480 312-7867 
Integrity Line 480 312-8348 

www.ScottsdaleAZ.gov 
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BACKGROUND 

The Scottsdale Police Department (SPD) began using On-Body Cameras (OBC) 
in FY 2012/13 with a test program comprised of 10 cameras. Since that time, 
camera deployment steadily increased to the current 198 OBCs.  All patrol 
officers and some other sworn staff now wear OBCs.    

Management and Policies 

The department established an OBC Working Group to manage the program. 
Members of the group come from across the department, meet monthly and 
are responsible for operating and administering the program. As shown in 
Figure 1, the working group includes both sworn police and SPD technology 
staff. 

 

Figure 1. OBC Working Group 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SOURCE: Auditor interviews with Police personnel. 

 

SPD has also established a Valley-wide coalition of the 15 departments that use Axon body cameras. 
The group meets quarterly to discuss issues and share ideas on the use of OBCs. 

The department’s General Order (G.O.) 2114 On-Officer Body Camera Program defines its policies. As 
shown in Figure 2 on page 4, policies include when to activate the camera, when video recording is 
prohibited, data handling and storage, redaction and release of OBC videos and retention for OBC 
videos. It also includes requirements for equipment, training and supervisory oversight.   

  

OBC Working Group Director -
Commander

Program Administrator    -
Lieutenant

Program Manager              
- Sergeant

Technical Administrator -
Technology and Records 

Director

Technical Manager
- Lead Systems Integrator

Technical Advisor (2) 
- Computer Crimes 

Detective

On-Body Camera (OBC) 
Point-of-view camera worn by 
police officers. 
 
Evidence.com  
Evidence management cloud-
based software. 
 
Axon 
Manufacturer of the City’s OBC 
and host of Evidence.com.   
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Figure 2. Selected SPD On-Body Camera Policies 
 

 
SOURCE: Auditor analysis of SPD General Order 2114 – On-Officer Body Camera Program. 

 

Record

• All contact with citizens when performing official duties. Stop recording at the conclusion of an active 
investigation scene, when enforcement has ended, or when citizen contact has concluded.

Do Not 
Record

• Places where a reasonable expectation of privacy exists, officer breaks, discussions about a case, 
critical incident debriefings, general conversations with other employees or criminal justice personnel, 
court proceedings, defense interviews or depositions, confidential informants or undercover officers.

Data and 
Storage

• Do not attempt to erase, alter, or tamper with equipment or data. Tag and categorize videos prior to or 
just after upload in Evidence.com. Leave camera in dock until data is uploaded and battery is fully 
charged. To have a file deleted submit an email of explanation through chain of command - files can 
only be deleted if they have no evidentiary value.

Release and 
Redaction

• OBC recordings are SPD property and a department record.  Downloading and disseminating 
information is for official and public records purposes only.  Releasing videos through a public records 
request is subject to the same statutory exemptions from disclosure as any other department record.  
Photo Lab technicians are responsible for redactions.

Equipment 
and Training

• Officers who have completed the approved training are assigned an OBC and will report any loss or 
damage immediately to their chain of command and program administrator. OBC video may be used 
for training purposes.

Supervisory 
Oversight

• Supervisors within an officer's chain of command will conduct at least four random reviews of OBC 
recordings per month for quality control.  OBC administrators maintain full oversight of the program 
and have the authority to conduct random reviews of officer videos.  Internal Affairs and department 
review committees may review videos pertaining to incidents or officers under review.
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All OBC policy updates are reviewed and approved by the working group, and any major updates also 
require the Police Chief’s approval. 

Hardware and Software 

SPD currently uses the Axon Flex 2 camera with an attached battery pack, which are shown in Figure 3.  
While the camera can be mounted in a variety of ways, the department recommends a shoulder 
placement.  The battery pack, which is clipped to the officer’s shirt or belt, contains a large button to 
activate the camera.  When the camera is on, it is recording in 30-second continuous loops while not 
activated.  Once it is activated to record the current 30-seconds of looped video is retained as the 
recording begins. Although the initial 30-seconds does not include audio, this approach helps to 
capture video of an entire event. 

 

Figure 3. Axon Flex 2 Camera and Battery Pack and Epaulet (shoulder) Mount 
 

  
 

SOURCE: Axon corporate website product page and SPD.  

 

At the end of a shift, the officer places the battery pack and camera in a docking unit that recharges the 
battery, uploads the videos to Evidence.com, and downloads firmware updates. Axon reports that the 
battery charge lasts for approximately 12 hours, which is longer than the typical 10-hour shift. 

Before receiving an OBC, an officer is required to attend a three-hour OBC training that reviews General 
Order 2114, equipment operation and maintenance, and use of and uploading to Evidence.com. 

Using Evidence.com, officers tag each video with certain department information, such as a report 
number, and associate it with a category, such as the type of crime. The Evidence.com software allows 
video files to be searched using information known about the incident (such as date, time, officer), the 
report number or category. Also, the video’s assigned category automatically determines its retention 
period according to the department’s evidence retention schedule.  
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Video Storage 

Although the video data is stored on Evidence.com, the SPD retains all ownership and can choose to 
store the data elsewhere, such as on City-owned servers. With almost 72 terabytes of data on 
Evidence.com, the volume of OBC video storage has increased significantly each year as more officers 
are issued cameras. In addition to more cameras, the amount of per-officer data uploaded has been 
increasing annually, which suggests that officers are using their cameras more frequently or for longer 
periods.  

As shown in Figure 4, per-officer video storage has increased from 6.09 gigabytes in FY 2012/13 to an 
expected 239 gigabytes in FY 2017/18. 

 

Figure 4. Number of Officers and Per-Officer Gigabytes of Video Storage  
 

 
 

 
Note: FY 2017/18 estimated based on actual data through May 31, 2018. Number of officers is a count of officers 
who uploaded data in that fiscal year. 
 
SOURCE: Auditor analysis of SPD Evidence.com ‘Evidence Created’ report 

 

Original OBC videos stored in Evidence.com cannot be edited and the software records an audit trail 
when a video is viewed, downloaded or shared.  In addition, the video metadata remains even when 
videos have been deleted.   
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When a video file uploads to Evidence.com, the system automatically assigns a 32-character Evidence 
ID. In addition, each officer is responsible for tagging and categorizing his/her own videos and can also 
add a description of the event or other identifying information.  

Officers assigned ‘User’ system access can only review and label their own recordings. However, those 
with ‘Supervisor’ access can review all recordings on the site. Supervisors can monitor their assigned 
officers’ video uploads as required by G.O. 2114. Certain other officers, such as those in Internal Affairs, 
the Public Information Office, the Training group and on the Use of Force Review Board, also have 
access to review videos as needed. 

The video retention periods vary depending on the type of incident recorded. For example, videos 
related to murder cases are retained permanently, felonies are retained from 25 to 109 years depending 
on the felony type, misdemeanors are retained for 10 years and petty offenses are kept for three years. 
Non-evidentiary recordings, such as a non-crime related citizen interaction, are retained for one year. 

Video Release 

The SPD Records department responds to public and media requests for videos through the City’s 
Public Records Request (PRR) system. Before releasing a video copy to the public, the SPD Crime Lab 
photo technicians redact any personally identifiable information, such as addresses, victim names, or 
Social Security numbers. However, under current SPD policy, the technicians do not remove parts of 
the video during redaction. Instead they blur the video and may mute the audio to protect a victim’s 
identity and other sensitive information.  Only a copy is redacted; the original videos remain unedited 
in the Evidence.com system. 

These redaction procedures, which are time intensive, were developed in conjunction with the City 
Attorney’s office. The entire video must be viewed to ensure information is redacted in accordance with 
state statute.  For example, Arizona Revised Statute (ARS) §39-121.04 requires removal of all images of 
a witness under the age of 18 or any victim (no matter the age).   

As shown in Table 1, the number of videos requested by the public and the media has increased each 
year since the program’s inception.1   
 

Table 1. Number of Incidents, Videos Redacted and Redaction Hours, by Fiscal Year 

Year 
Number of 
 Incidents 

Number of Video 
Clips Redacted 

Hours for Video 
Redaction  

FY 2017/18 a 386 1,526 1,548 

FY 2016/17 202 926 699 

FY 2015/16 82 344 364 
Total 670 2,796 2,611  

 
  

a Redactions performed July 1, 2017, through May 31, 2018.  
 
SOURCE: Auditor analysis of Police Crime Lab OBC Performance Statistics. 
 

                                                                 
1 Prior to FY 2015/16, the SPD Public Information Office redacted most OBC videos for public records release and 
did not track statistics. 
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Unredacted OBC videos relating to specific cases are provided to the City Prosecutor’s Office and the 
Maricopa County Attorney’s Office when requested. 

Program Costs 

Since the program’s inception in FY 2012/13, the City has spent nearly $556,000 on equipment, 
accessories, data storage and training. The City also participates in the Taser Assurance Plan (TAP), 
which provides a warranty, unlimited OBC video storage, and camera and dock replacement every 2-½ 
years. Though not billed yet, the City’s expected FY 2017/18 TAP cost will total approximately $218,000. 
Including the estimated FY 2017/18 TAP costs, the City will have paid more than $770,000 for the OBC 
program.  Further, there are costs associated with time spent retrieving, redacting and reviewing 
videos.  
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OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY 

An audit of Police On-Body Cameras was included on the City Council-approved Fiscal Year 2017/18 
Audit Plan. The audit objective was to evaluate recordkeeping, policies and compliance with policies 
for use of on-body cameras (OBC). 

To gain an understanding of OBC programs, we reviewed the City’s related financial and purchasing 
data. We also reviewed related audit reports recently completed by other auditors and the following 
policies, procedures and recommended practices: 

• Scottsdale Police Department General Order 2114 On-Officer Body Camera (OBC) Program 
• Evaluating the Impact of Officer Worn Body Cameras in the Phoenix Police Department, Charles 

M. Katz et al., ASU Center for Violence Prevention and Community Safety, December 2014 
• Summary Report for the Arizona Law Enforcement Recordings Work Group, October 2015 

To gain an understanding of the OBC process from video creation to public records release, we 
interviewed the OBC Program staff including the Lieutenant, Sergeant, Police Tech & Records Director 
and a Lead Systems Integrator. In addition, we interviewed a Senior Assistant City Attorney, the 
Prosecution Systems Integrator, Police Photo Lab Technicians and Public Information Officers. 

To evaluate OBC-related data integrity and security, we: 

• Reviewed Axon Enterprise, Inc.’s Service Organization Control (SOC) 2 report for identified 
control issues for period January 1 – November 15, 2017. 

• Analyzed user permissions in Evidence.com for adherence to the least privilege principle. 
• Reviewed user access to City shared network folders where OBC video files are stored for review 

and redaction. 

To evaluate OBC-related policies, we compared Scottsdale Police Department General Order 2114 On-
Officer Body Camera (OBC) Program to the following standards and model policies: 

• Commission on Accreditation for Law Enforcement Agencies (CALEA) Standard 41.3.8 In-Car 
and/or Body-Worn Audio/Video 

• International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP) Model Policy Body-Worn Cameras, effective 
April 2014 

• U. S. Department of Justice, Bureau of Justice Assistance Body-Worn Camera (BWC) Pilot 
Implementation Program BWC Policy Review Scorecard 

• U. S. Department of Justice, Community Oriented Policing Services Implementing a Body-Worn 
Camera Program Recommendations and Lessons Learned, published 2014 

To determine compliance with Scottsdale Police Department’s OBC-related policies, we: 

• Reviewed video metadata from Evidence.com for FY 2012/13 through current.  
• Reviewed video metadata related to unclassified and/or untagged videos in Evidence.com. 
• Tested manually deleted videos for compliance with policy. 
• Reviewed Evidence.com system logs for indications of supervisor review. 

Our audit found that technology access controls and OBC-related policy enforcement can be improved. 
In addition, the department can improve its OBC policies and procedures.  
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All reportable findings are included in summary in this public report. However, detailed information 
related to system security and specific test results will be provided to the department separately in a 
confidential management memo.  

We conducted this performance audit in accordance with generally accepted government auditing 
standards as required by Article III, Scottsdale Revised Code §2-117 et seq. Those standards require that 
we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis 
for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained 
provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. Audit work 
took place from March to May 2018. 
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FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS 

1. Technology access controls can be improved. 

Access to the department’s Evidence.com, drives and folders can be better managed.  Additionally, 
review of Axon’s Service Organization Controls report can provide assurance that Evidence.com is 
controlled.  

A. Access to the department’s Evidence.com can be better managed. Because these video files are 
evidentiary in nature, it is imperative to limit access based on the least privilege principle. This 
principle means providing the least amount of system access needed to carry out assigned 
duties or function. 

• The Scottsdale Police Department uses the vendor’s web-based evidence management 
software, Evidence.com, to store and organize On-Body Camera (OBC) videos.  Because 
the software is web-based, Scottsdale’s files can be accessed from anywhere by 
someone with an active user account and password. Six retired and resigned 
employees, including one with full administrator rights, continue to have system 
access.   Department staff explained that former officers may need to appear in court 
on open cases. However, a better practice would be to provide access to individual files 
as needed, rather than allowing continued access to all videos they have recorded in 
the system.  

• Some SPD Evidence.com users have more system access than necessary for their job 
duties.  For example, currently 13 individuals have administrator access although there 
are only 7 staff in the OBC Working Group.  Among the 13 are a former employee as well 
as two other users who only need access to download files and correct metadata. One 
reason to limit administrator access is because it allows file deletion from 
Evidence.com. While our tests did not find files were deleted by anyone other than OBC 
Working Group members, the risk of unauthorized deletions is increased. Additionally, 
more than 30 users who currently have access to SPD’s Evidence.com have never 
logged in.  This indicates that the least access principle is not being followed or the 
users are not fulfilling their duties. 

B. Access to certain Scottsdale drives and folders can be better managed. To ensure the original 
videos are not affected, videos downloaded for redaction and public release are transferred 
between Records, Photo Lab and Public Information Office (PIO) staff using the City network.  
Some former SPD staff and City consultants continue to have access rights to the network 
folder. Former employees cannot log in on the City network once their access has been 
removed, but access to specific network folders should also be removed in case the former 
employee’s network access is restored for another purpose. Further, to ensure access is being 
properly managed, network permissions should be reviewed regularly to ensure the 
confidential files are only accessible as needed for job duties. 

C. The OBC Working Group technical staff has not reviewed Axon’s SOC report to evaluate whether 
there are issues that may impact the department. A Service Organization Controls (SOC) report 
provides information about the controls at an external organization, such as Axon, providing 
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service to another organization, such as SPD. Due to the detailed information on availability, 
security, processing integrity, confidentiality and privacy controls, these reports are considered 
proprietary and confidential. We reviewed Axon’s most current SOC report. When the services 
being provided are critical, as the SPD’s OBC videos, reviewing the service organization’s SOC 
report provides insight into how well controlled that service is.  

Recommendations: 

The Police Chief should require the OBC Working Group to: 

A. Regularly review user access to ensure that their system access is based on the least privilege 
principle. Further, access should be immediately removed from users that no longer work in 
SPD.  

B. Regularly review the user access to OBC-related network folders to ensure access rights are 
based on the least privilege principle. 

C. Annually review the OBC provider’s SOC report to evaluate potential risks to the SPD video files. 

 

2. OBC-related policy enforcement can be improved. 

Some videos and other evidence were not tagged and categorized in Evidence.com, and 
documentation for manual deletions was not always retained. Supervisors do not have access to 
reports that would make their compliance reviews more efficient, and one sergeant was not reviewing 
assigned staff’s videos as required. 

A. Videos and other evidence are not consistently tagged and categorized in Evidence.com.  
General Order (G.O.) 2114 requires that prior to or immediately following upload, the officers 
are to categorize their videos and tag them with identifying information.  The category sets the 
retention period for compliance with the City’s and State’s records retention requirements.  

1. As of May 2018, there were 4,364 uncategorized videos in SPD’s Evidence.com. From 
program inception until January 2016, SPD set the uncategorized video retention period at 
90 days, after which uncategorized videos were automatically deleted.  In January 2016, 
this retention period was reset to 5 years, retaining uncategorized videos uploaded since 
November 2015 until at least October 30, 2020. However, due to the risk of potential lost 
evidence, uncategorized videos should require manual deletion and only after each video 
has been reviewed.  

2. Currently, there are 4,776 videos that are not tagged with identifying information, such as 
a department report number. Further, 3,572 of these untagged videos also are not 
categorized. 

To respond to public, media and legal requests for OBC videos, SPD Photo Lab technicians 
search Evidence.com storage to find the applicable videos. Videos that are not tagged with 
identifying information are more difficult to find. Photo Lab technicians also search using 
other known information, such as the officer and the incident date, time and type, but such 
searches are inefficient. Also, when the OBC videos are both untagged and uncategorized, 
relevant videos may be missed.  

At times, the department also uses Evidence.com to store other related files, such as 911 
call audio or surveillance videos.  However, 7,441 non-OBC files in Evidence.com have not 
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been categorized; 1,114 have not been tagged; and 1,054 are both uncategorized and 
untagged.  As with the OBC videos, these files also need to be correctly categorized and 
tagged for proper retention and searchability. 

3. When an officer leaves the City, the separation process does not include reviewing the 
video files in Evidence.com to ensure they have been tagged and categorized. Adding this 
separation procedure can help ensure that records are tagged and categorized correctly 
since the officer who recorded the video has a more complete understanding of the event.  

B. Documentation was sometimes not retained for approval of manual deletions and the available 
documentation was not stored in a shared OBC network folder or in the Evidence.com system. 
Further, G.O. 2114 does not require supervisory review prior to deletion approval. 

OBC videos can be deleted when they are not evidence, such as when an officer accidently 
records a case discussion with an attorney or a personal phone call. The officer submits a video 
deletion request through his or her supervisor stating that the video contains no evidentiary 
value and would not be considered a public record. However, while the General Order specifies 
the deletion request is sent through the chain of command, it does not specify the approval 
level needed.  In addition, there is no requirement that the supervisor checks the video to verify 
it was not of evidentiary value. 

The department’s G.O. 2114 requires the OBC program administrator to retain all chain of 
command approvals for manually deleted videos.  However, documentation could not be 
located for 14 of a sample of 25 manually deleted OBC files. Further, documentation that was 
available was being kept on individual computers rather than in an OBC Working Group 
network folder or in SPD’s Evidence.com storage. Also, the department does not specify a 
record retention period for this documentation. 

C. SPD policy requires an officer to activate the OBC to record all citizen contacts when performing 
official duties. Monthly, supervisors are required to review four recordings for their assigned 
officers to check compliance with this requirement. However, supervisors do not have access 
to system reports that could make compliance reviews more efficient and effective. Also, 
program managers have not reviewed whether all supervisors are logging in at least monthly.  

• Current access rights do not allow most supervisors to run reports which would allow 
them to analyze officer OBC use. For example, using report data, we calculated the 
average per-officer gigabytes of data created per week to analyze officers’ OBC use. In FY 
2017/18, SPD patrol officers recorded an average of 7.39 gigabytes of video each week.  
While SPD does not have a productivity measure for the OBC program, 17 officers 
recorded less than 4 gigabytes of video each week. Because their supervisors are more 
familiar with other factors that should be considered, such as shift, leave taken, and call 
types, this type of analysis would make supervisory compliance reviews both more 
efficient and effective.  

• One supervisor was not reviewing OBC videos as required as he has not logged in to the 
system since August 2016.  During the current fiscal year, the sergeant's squad uploaded 
332 videos. The program managers can review system log-ins to determine if supervisors 
appear to be reviewing their officers’ OBC compliance. 
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Recommendations: 

The Police Chief should require the OBC Working Group to: 

A. Review SPD’s Evidence.com storage for untagged and uncategorized videos and require 
supervisors to ensure that officers complete the identification process. Further, the department 
should add review of the officer’s Evidence.com files to its separation procedures. 

B. Update General Order 2114 to require supervisors to check videos to ensure they do not have 
evidentiary value and to specify the supervisory level for deletion approval. Also, retain 
documentation for all manually deleted OBC videos in a shared network folder and establish a 
retention period for the video deletion documentation. 

C. Provide supervisors with access to Evidence.com reports so that compliance reviews are more 
efficient and effective. Also, review Evidence.com logins periodically to ensure supervisors are 
logging in at least monthly. 

 

3. The department can improve its On-Body Camera program policies and procedures. 

While there are existing statutes and case law that may be applicable, such as privacy-related 
redaction requirements, the state of Arizona has not developed specific guidance for on-body 
cameras. However, professional law enforcement organizations, including the Commission on 
Accreditation for Law Enforcement Agencies (CALEA), the International Association of Chiefs of 
Police (IACP), and the U.S. Department of Justice’s Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA) and the Office 
of Community Oriented Policing (COPS), have issued guidance and model policies for use of OBCs.  

The Scottsdale Police Department has issued a General Order governing its officers’ use of OBCs. 
As summarized in Table 2, the department’s policy can be enhanced to better align with the model 
policies and professional guidance to ensure greater transparency and clarity. 

 

Table 2.  Recommended On-Body Camera Policies  
 

 
Policy Element 

Scottsdale  
PD? 

 
CALEA 

 
IACP 

 
BJA 

 
COPS 

Purpose ✓ • •   

Policy Statement X • •   

Recording requirements and restrictions ✓ • •  • 

Guidance on informing public of recording X   • • 

Video uploading and tagging deadlines X  • • • 

Restrictions on editing, distribution or other use of videos ✓ • • • • 

Documentation and public release process ✓ • • • • 

Training requirements for supervisors X •   • 

Formal policies for video reviews ✓ • • • • 

OBC policy available to the public X   • • 
 

SOURCE: Auditor analysis of recommended On-Body Camera policies from Scottsdale PD, CALEA, IACP, BJA, COPS. 
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A. The department’s General Order does not include a policy statement and its policies on OBC 
use are not publicly available on the Scottsdale Police webpage. A formal policy statement 
defines the department’s purpose and organizational philosophy regarding OBC use. CALEA 
and the IACP recommend that police departments adopt an OBC policy statement to define 
appropriate use and to recognize the enhanced organizational credibility that can be 
accomplished through OBC deployment. 

COPS recommends posting OBC policies on the department’s website to increase transparency 
about the agency’s camera policies and practices, which may lead to increased public 
acceptance and agency accountability.  

B. The department does not require specific timelines for OBC video uploads or file tagging.  While 
96.5% of SPD videos were uploaded to Evidence.com within 3 days of being created, 2.6% (9,100 
videos) were uploaded between 3 days to a week later and 0.9% (3,000 videos) were not 
uploaded for more than a week. Although most SPD videos were uploaded timely, three of 
these professional organizations recommend specifying a video upload deadline in policy.   

C. Officers are not required to inform citizens when they are being recorded. As a one-party 
consent state, Arizona does not require that a second party agrees to being recorded. However, 
COPS notes that “the mere knowledge that one is being recorded can help promote civility 
during police encounters with the public.” Additionally, a research study found that complaints 
against the police declined significantly when officers wore body cameras, which suggested 
increased citizen awareness would be beneficial.2  

D. The current policy does not require OBC supervisors to complete training. Both CALEA and 
COPS recommend OBC supervisory training. Also, as noted in finding 2C, the General Order 
requires supervisors, for quality control, to review at least 4 OBC videos from their squad each 
month; therefore, they also need training. In addition, training can help supervisors use the 
reports in Evidence.com for efficient quality control.   

COPS further recommends that any agency personnel who may use or otherwise be involved 
with body-worn camera, such as training personnel and internal affairs staff, receive training 
as well.   

Recommendations:  

The Police Chief should require the OBC Working Group to: 

A. Develop an overarching policy statement for the OBC program’s General Order. Additionally, 
consider posting a summary of OBC policies on the department’s website. 

B. Define timeliness requirements for OBC video uploads and tagging and provide supervisors 
access to reports in Evidence.com to evaluate compliance with program requirements. 

C. Consider requiring officers to inform the other person(s) that an OBC is recording. 

D. Develop OBC training for supervisors and include the training requirements in the General 
Order.  

 

                                                                 
2 Evaluating the Impact of Officer Worn Body Cameras in the Phoenix Police Department, Charles M. Katz et al., ASU 
Center for Violence Prevention and Community Safety, December 2014. 
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MANAGEMENT RESPONSE 
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MANAGEMENT ACTION PLAN 

1. Technology access controls can be improved.   

Recommendations: 

The Police Chief should require the OBC Working Group to: 

A. Regularly review user access to ensure that their system access is based on the least privilege 
principle. Further, access should be immediately removed from users that no longer work in 
SPD.  

B. Regularly review the user access to OBC-related network folders to ensure access rights are 
based on the least privilege principle. 

C. Annually review the OBC provider’s SOC report to evaluate potential risks to the SPD video files. 

 

MANAGEMENT RESPONSE:  Agree 

PROPOSED RESOLUTION:   

A. User access to Evidence.com will be reviewed monthly to ensure least privilege principle is 
followed. This review will include adjusting permissions as necessitated due to organizational 
and/or employee changes including employees no longer working for the organization 
(resignations, retirements, termination). 

B. User access to shared network drives will be reviewed monthly and updates will be made on an 
as needed basis following the least privilege principle. 

C. The vendor’s Service Organization Controls Report (SOC) will be reviewed annually. 

RESPONSIBLE PARTY:  Steve Cohen 

COMPLETED BY:  8/1/2018 

 

2. OBC-related policy enforcement can be improved.  

Recommendations: 

The Police Chief should require the OBC Working Group to: 

A. Review SPD’s Evidence.com storage for untagged and uncategorized videos and require 
supervisors to ensure that officers complete the identification process. Further, the department 
should add review of the officer’s Evidence.com files to its separation procedures. 

B. Update General Order 2114 to require supervisors to check videos to ensure they do not have 
evidentiary value and to specify the supervisory level for deletion approval. Also, retain 
documentation for all manually deleted OBC videos in a shared network folder and establish a 
retention period for the video deletion documentation. 

C. Provide supervisors with access to Evidence.com reports so that compliance reviews are more 
efficient and effective. Also, review Evidence.com logins periodically to ensure supervisors are 
logging in at least monthly. 
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MANAGEMENT RESPONSE: Agree 

PROPOSED RESOLUTION:   

A. G.O. 2114 will be updated to require supervisors to review their direct reports’ recordings 
monthly to ensure compliance. This review of untagged and uncategorized videos will be 
included in the department’s existing out-processing procedure. Additionally, the department 
will make an immediate effort in tagging and categorizing existing videos in Evidence.com. 

B. G.O. 2114 will be updated to establish deletion authority to the OBC Program Manager. The OBC 
Program Manager will ensure the recordings do not have evidentiary value before deletion 
request is granted. Documentation for all manually deleted OBC videos will be retained in a 
secured shared network folder for a period of 2 years. 

C. Supervisors will be granted access to Evidence.com reports for more efficient reviews. 
Evidence.com logins will be reviewed periodically to ensure supervisors are logging in at least 
monthly. Additionally, a monthly report will be disseminated to all Supervisors which will 
include a listing of untagged/uncategorized videos, overall activity and login frequency. 

RESPONSIBLE PARTY:  Program Manager – Sergeant Brian Reynolds 

COMPLETED BY:  12/31/2018 

 

3. The department can improve its On-Body Camera program policies and procedures.  

Recommendations: 

The Police Chief should require the OBC Working Group to: 

A. Develop an overarching policy statement for the OBC program’s General Order. Additionally, 
consider posting a summary of OBC policies on the department’s website. 

B. Define timeliness requirements for OBC video uploads and tagging and provide supervisors 
access to reports in Evidence.com to evaluate compliance with program requirements. 

C. Consider requiring officers to inform the other person(s) that an OBC is recording. 

D. Develop OBC training for supervisors and include the training requirements in the General 
Order.  

 

MANAGEMENT RESPONSE: Partially Agree 

PROPOSED RESOLUTION:   

A. An overarching policy statement for the OBC Program’s General Order will be included in G.O. 
2114 and the policy will be posted to the department’s website in its entirety. 

B. Timeline requirements (by end of work week) will be included in G.O. 2114 for OBC video 
uploads/tagging/categorizing. Additionally, a monthly report will be disseminated to all 
Supervisors which will include a listing of untagged/uncategorized videos, overall activity and 
login frequency. 

C. The department will not require users, but will augment its current training to exercise the 
practice of informing individuals that an OBC is recording. 
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D. Additional OBC training will be established for Supervisors to include general oversight, report 
management, usage activity and compliance review. This training requirement will also be 
added to G.O. 2114. 

RESPONSIBLE PARTY:  Program Manager – Sergeant Brian Reynolds 

COMPLETED BY:  10/1/2018 
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